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Beginnings are always the hardest. This is the point where you set the pace and 
determine how to approach this assignment in the most efficient manner. Here are 
some useful tips to kick-start the movie review writing process: 

 Watch the movie or documentary twice and take notes of both major and minor events 
and characters. It’s a mistake to rely on the power of your memory only, there’s always 
something we overlook or forget 

 Carry out a thorough research. Watching the movie isn’t enough, research is equally 
important. Look for details such as the name of filmmaker and his/her motivation to 
make that film or documentary work, locations, plot, characterization, historic events 
that served as an inspiration for the movie (if applicable). Basically, your research 
should serve to collect information that provides more depth to the review 

 Analyze the movie after you watching it. Don’t start working on the review if you aren’t 
sure you understand the film. Evaluate the movie from beginning to an end. Re-watch 
it, if necessary, if you find some parts confusing. Only when you understand events that 
happened on the screen will you find it easier to create the review 

 Draft an outline that you will follow to write the review in a concise and cohesive 
fashion 

 Include examples for claims you make about the movie. If the plot has holes, then 
mention an example of a situation or scene when that was evident. Also, if the 
character(s) is poorly developed or bad casting affected the movie quality, name 
examples too. Provide examples when commenting dialogues, locations, plot, 
everything. If you want the reader to agree with you, it’s essential to back up your 
claims with evidence. You don’t want to make it seem like you’re praising or criticizing 
the movie without any reason whatsoever 

 Consider and comment a movie’s originality and quality of scenes. Explain how the 
movie stands out or whether it just uses the same approach that worked for previous 
works in the industry 

 


